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VISUAL PERCEPTION AND AI:  AN ARTIST’S VIEW

Robert Berks
with Dorothy M. Berks

Halyoake Avenue
Orient, N. Y. 11957

Abstract

The creative process of the visual artist is an untapped source of knowledge-based systems
which can extend the capabilities of AI in understanding how to develop new algorithms
for space perception, pattern recognition, and data compression.

This report focuses on the artist’s analysis of the multi-dimensional levels of unconscious,
visual ideation which precede the conscious level of symbolic coding. interaction of all the
senses is examined, as are the functions of gravity and time as the fundamental reference
points for pattern recognition. An exercise in ‘Image Evoking’ is described.
Recommendations are given for applications to future research in AI.
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INTRODUCTION

The term Artificial Intelligence as it is used today focuses upon computer technology as a
means of (a) building increasingly complex knowledge-based systems and (b) synthesizing
human intelligence. Although research and development in (a) appears limitless, its most
advanced functions are used to solve local problems. There continues to be a blockage in
the progress toward (b) which, in the long term, will restrict the usefulness of (a) in its
performance of AI tasks. The goals of (a) are verifiable products, derived linearly; (b),
which involves an understanding of the process of creation, must be approached globally.

Art and science function within the same continuum. In both disciplines, creative thought
originates in the multiple levels of mental process that precede the level of conscious
thinking in general, verbal thinking and the use of symbolic representations in particular.
At the point where the processes of creative thought surface to the conscious level, the two 



disciplines separate; the scientist moves objectively toward precise formulations; the artist
produces images whose order is sensed, but not formulated.

The manner in which the visual artist works precludes the practicality of a codified
language comparable to those of other applied disciplines. In our language-oriented time,
this has created a barrier to applying the fundamental skills and processes of the visual
artist to the basic research of AI. For the most part, tasks dealing with visual perception
are being defined and conducted by persons of superior intelligence whose training in this
field is no greater than my general understanding of higher mathematics. Much of the
resulting research is brilliant in theory, but often crudely or erroneously targeted. Clearly,
there is a need for cross-pollination.

In an attempt to introduce the proven tools of the visual artist to this area of AI, I have
initiated a project to analyse the unconscious processes which I use to create a visual
conception so that they may be applied to the formulations of algorithms for particular
parts of space perception, pattern recognition, and data compression. I have created a
series of exercises to examine the complex layers of pre-conceptual, pre-verbal ideation.
For one such exercise, I have designed a series of one hundred ‘image evokers’, five of
which will be discussed hers.

COMPONENTS OF VISUALIZATION

Interaction of the Senses

Just as focal vision is a minute component of visual awareness, visual perception is a sub-
function of a greater sensory process which signals the condition of the environment. If we
were to perceive that environment through vision alone, we would find ourselves in the
same bind as AI; it would be virtually impossible to discriminate between reality and
image, between ‘same’ and ‘similar’. It must be understood that the senses interact.
Images must be regarded in relation to other sensory information, however peripheral.

We perceive in cues which are transmitted to different levels of the brain. Those cues
which signal awareness are added to the store of accumulated experience which builds
skills and automatic responses; other cues are fed into that part of the brain that I call the
‘sensorium’. It is the part of the brain that tags, codes, and processes information from all
the senses in order to distinguish, match, identify, and compare.

Gravity and Time RE Sensory Perception

If we are to synthesize human perception, we must address the interaction of the senses as
detectors of discrete messages transmitted to the sensorium from the body’s internal and



external environments. In addition to the five senses, specialized sensors have been
developed to respond to the body’s use of gravity and time.

Gravity and time are the primary forces which act upon all things. They act upon the body
in many subtle and complex ways. Their prime function in sensory perception is to provide
the fundamental grid upon which all responses are measured. Nothing can happen without
reference to this grid.

There are equally important secondary functions to be considered in our understanding of
perception. Their influence is too vast to be examined satisfactorily in this brief report.
Suffice it to say that the role of gravity and time in sensory perception is perhaps the most
fertile field for AI to explore.

Bisociation

‘Bisociation’ is a word coined by Arthur Koestler to define the joining of independent
matrices to create a new concept. The human mind cannot function in a state of chaos. It
automatically seeks patterns; familiar when the process is associative, original when
bisociation comes into play. Bisociation, as opposed to association, can be a powerful tool
for extending the ability of AI to perceive levels of similarity on a broader scale than is
now possible.

Visual Processing

In visual processing, the mind seeks order by isolating areas of differentiation into shape,
color, mass, and gradations of light and dark (but not primarily into edges). It lays what it
perceives into pre-stored molds made of elements that nearly coincide and produces a
nearly-matching image. This becomes a cue for recognizing a stored image. Within the
same time frame, all extraneous visual matter is sensed, but automatically ignored. If there
are enough points of coincidence, the mind will be satisfied that it is truly a visual match. If
not, it seeks further.

Clusters and Corrals

Ingredient to the next level of decision making is a complex, hierarchical structure of
clusters which we use automatically. It functions variously as autonomous clusters, as
clusters within clusters, or as one or more clusters moving freely within the confines of a
corral. The corral itself may be part of another corral, i. e., a cluster formation on a larger
scale. This cluster/corral system can be viewed downwards as a whole (structure), or
upwards as parts of a whole (function). In effect, it repeats the system of multiple
hierarchies found in every level of physical order from the most minute particle to the



binding forces of the universe, on every level of social order, in the bisociative levels of
human perception. The system is at the same time metaphorical and specific. The ability to
magnify a spot to the point where it is perceived as a cluster will be a major pathway into
understanding AI.

IMAGE EVOKING

In arriving at a concept for a work of art, bisociation is my oldest and most valued tool. It
can be described as the putting together of seemingly ‘un-put-togetherables’. I begin in an
environment as conscientiously free of preconceptions as possible. I prepare a clear
surface with undefined lines, shapes, colors, shades , and gradations. Avoiding subject
matter, context, perception of space, edges of volume in space, identifiable color tags, etc.,
I peel back to the point where all cues and codes are cancelled. I am then ready to seek,
find, and refine tags and cues with which to build upwards to a recognizable subject.

To identify techniques for applying this process to AI, I have designed a project in image
evoking which allows me to observe objectively the process of developing a visual
concept as it evolves from the multiple layers of unconscious ideation through to the point
where a recognizable, communicable image is established.

I worked on uniform sheets of drawing paper, 18"x24". This size was chosen because it is
the optimum size to fill my field of vision at arm’s length. This inhibits distraction from
outside the field of vision. I broke the unmarked surfaces of one hundred such sheets with
random spots, lines, smudges, spills, rubbings, etc., sometimes working blindfolded. At the
point where my conscious mind began to interfere, I stopped and went on to the next one. I
did not want to start an automatic process of designing.

When I had completed one hundred in this manner, I mounted the image evokers onto a
fifty-foot accordion-folded screen and studied the prepared surfaces, turning them in all
directions to find images. When an area suggested an image to me, I did something to it to
make it recognizable to others. Normally, I alter the surface of my work directly, creating
cues which transform the image evoker into an image. Because in this project we want to
preserve the image evoker as well as the image, I made my changes on removable overlays
of transparent acetate. Onto these I added or covered as many lines and shapes as were
necessary to make the transformation. I recorded my responses, observations and
recommendations on tape as I worked. The entire process was documented on slides.



Rules of Experiment

1. For this experiment, all image evokers are made within identical, rectangular fields.
2. The rectangle may be rotated to one of four positions whose bottom edge is

perpendicular to a hypothetical, gravitational pull.
3. Image evokers are made with no preconceived subject matter or design.
4. Only one connected theme can be made for each overlay.
5. Images will be made with minimal changes to overlay.
6. Changes on overlay can either add or take away information.
7. Images will be made exclusively from response to the image evoker.
8. Image will be analysed only after it is complete.

Development of Images

Figure 1A - A splash of ink distributed unevenly over surface; one large, irregular area
among smaller, random areas.

Figure 1B - CAVORTING CLOWN - Evoked by minimal cues indicating face, ruffled
collar, one hand and arm, two feet. When the drawing was completed, it suggested to me
the style of Aubrey Beardsley. Reviewing my collection of Beardsley’s drawings, I
discovered one drawing, Figure 1C, which was nearly an eidetic image in reverse tone and
a near fit in terms of perimeter, even to the clown’s staff which appears in the Beardsley
drawing as pencil and quill. A second drawing, Figure 1D, typifies Beardsley’s general
style of high contrast silhouette and fine line.

Figure 1C - Beardsley Drawing. Eidetic recall involves the ability to reproduce an image
accurately and in great detail. My recollection after the fact of the thin lines and white
image of this drawing demonstrates a phenomenon of reversed vision; a visual memory
summoned up by a completely contrasting stimulus. When one concentrates on a high-
contrast area of color or black and white for half a minute, then quickly closes one’s eyes,
an after image appears as on a screen, except that negative evokes positive, and vice versa;
i. e., red is green, green is red, etc. The ability to create an eidetic image is a fundamental
mechanism of memory. Rare in adults, it is generally lost at puberty as perceptual
observation is replaced hierarchically by conceptual, symbolic mentation. The dynamics of
eidetic imaging are basic to the understanding of visual perception.

Figure 1D - Beardsley Drawing. Suggested by Figure 1B. Note how the walking stick of
the male figure echoes the clown’s staff.

Figure 2A - Crumpled paper towel dipped into ink and stamped in two places; single,
irregular, dark area, smaller cluster of lines.



Figure 2B - CONFRONTATION. The larger area , perceived as the negative space
between two faces, initiated a condition of analytic continuation to create images. The
images were evoked with non-stereotypical lines particularized to produce a train of
physical and emotional conditions. The scene is tied together by adding minimal lines to
the smaller cluster to indicate hand.

Figure 2C - EAGLE DIVING AT RABBIT. Figure 2A rotated 180E. Figure of eagle is
another application of analytic continuation. Horizontal line establishes viewpoint from
above. Rabbit was added as a point of singularity to give purpose to eagle.

Figure 3A - Rug dipped into ink and drawn lightly across surface in two passes; suggestion
of general grid of parallel lines.

Figure 3B - ANDROMEDA CHAINED TO THE ROCKS. The wavy, irregular lines
suggested a female body so definitely that only minimal lines of emphasis were required.
The grid-like lines evoked a sense of rocks and water. Classical references established
subject.

Figure 3C - CANYON SCENE. Figure 3A rotated 90E to left. The addition of contrasting
tone on top to evoke sky and two tall cacti below create the illusion of light, stratified
rocks in the middle area. These minimal cues establish the grid as a hot, southwestern
canyon.

Figure 3D - NEW ENGLAND SEASCAPE WITH LIGHTHOUSE. Same orientation as
3C. Lighthouse establishes scene. Minimal lines indicating top and bottom of cliff establish
horizon and perspective. Seagull in water in foreground creates distance. The overlays for
3C and 3D were worked in color. They translate well into black and white, even at this
reduced size.

Figure 4A - Rubbing taken by passing graphite stick over paper covering grains of coarse
sand; almost homogeneous field of small spots of different size randomly distributed in
great numbers.

Figure 4B - MAN AND WOMAN. Larger dots become focal points which attract the eye
and cause the mind to dismiss the rest as texture. The dots become the origin and
destination of lines which create an image of two figures.

Figure 5A - Tissue dipped in ink, pounced rhythmically across field, done while
blindfolded; random, smudged areas of irregular tone and space.



Figure 5A - HOMAGE TO A JAPANESE LORD. The arrangement of seven complex,
disconnected areas was perceived at once as a completely related whole. The image is a
perfect example of bisociation - an AHA! - which stems directly from my training in
Japanese sumie painting and my knowledge of Japanese art and history. Of all the images
created from the one hundred image evokers, this is the closest match to a stereotypical
pattern. Upon analysing this, it occured to me that the cues used to convey all of the
images to others could only have been created by me. People have private cues. To other
minds - and eventually to AI - private cues, in combination with the image evoker, must
match closely enough to a stored stereotype to make them recognizable.

Despite the complete, unambiguous quality of this image, the image evoker from which it
is derived, 5A, rotated to any of the four basic orientations, has more potential for clear,
readable interpretation than any of the remaining ninety-nine. Something in the rhythmic
motion in which it was made has produced a relationship as fundamental as a mathematical
formula.

CONCLUSION

Every work of art is a form of data compression. This project addresses the upward-
downward problems of adding minimum information to identify an image and/or of
eliminating maximum information without losing the image. The objective is to be able to
identify algorithms, create specific patterns, then compress the information into minimal,
recognizable cues.

Vision can be synthesized, but it can be best achieved by understanding and using the
greater system in which it functions.










